
At The Bible Chapel, we stand on the shoulders of believers 
committed to our mission of developing followers of Christ. 
Throughout our history, we have united as one to focus on our 
future and take action to ensure God’s Word is shared not just 
within our walls, but with the nations as well. These endeavors 
have allowed us to engage international partners, start new 
campuses, expand our buildings, and free up ministry monies 
through debt reduction. Now it’s time to join together again to 
impact our community, city and world through 
REACH 2023: Foundations for the Future!
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We know that God works through us when we take steps of 
obedience, and that we cannot do this alone! The prayers, gifts 
and work of many can make tremendous tasks possible, and 
we thank you for considering reaching the world with us. 
To make your pledge,  visit biblechapel.org/reach2023, or call 
724.941.8990.

Taking Care of Business 
$3.5MM

Reaching the Next Generation 
$1.7MM

Reaching Young Adults 
$250K

Supporting Pastors & Churches 
$200K

Reaching the World 
$650K 

T O TA L  $ 6.3MM
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Taking Care of Business
FAITH HOUSE
THAILAND

WORD OF LIFE CAMP
PANAMA

AIC LION OF JUDAH
KENYA

Supporting Pastors & Churches

Reaching the Next Generation

Reaching Young Adults

Focusing on what needs addressed with our buildings will allow
us to continue to bring engaging experiences to all who
call The Bible Chapel home, and those who will experience life
change through our church. We desire to ensure our foundations 
continue to be built on solid Rock as we pursue our mission to 
develop followers of Jesus Christ. 

The Bible Chapel has partnered with Faith House for more than three
years to rescue at-risk refugee girls from Myanmar and introduce
them to the love and power of Jesus Christ. Without help, these girls
would likely fall victim to human and sex trafficking. Your generosity
through REACH2023 will provide post-secondary education for the
girls of Faith House, as well as facility improvements that will ensure
the safety of not only the girls, but all who serve there as well.

The Bible Chapel has been working in partnership with Word of Life
for more than a decade to impact the children of Chame. Every year,
WOL hosts camps for children across the country to learn, play and
hear about Jesus. Your giving to REACH2023 will provide WOL with
solar panels and a baseball field. The panels will provide an ongoing
benefit to the organization’s operating expenses, and the field will
create new year-round ministry opportunities. We will also continue 
to support the Panamanian youth who are cared for through the ANA 
Panama program. 

Our long-standing relationship with Reverend Johnson Wambua
and AIC Zion Church in the Mathare Slums has allowed us to help
children in one of the world’s poorest areas. Through REACH2023,
we will again partner with Reverend Wambua to enhance and
implement the classrooms at the recently completed AIC Lion of
Judah school in the Great Rift Valley. Your contributions will help
to develop five acres of the school’s land into a sports field and
eventually a boarding school, which will fully support both the
Zion and Lion of Judah schools. Together we can help to build a
robust, healthy educational environment for children who otherwise
may not receive formal schooling.

Every church must be shepherded by a spiritually and emotionally
healthy leader in order to thrive. Many small churches are led
by solo, bi-vocational pastors who are at-risk for burnout and
dropout, negatively impacting their church bodies and families.
Support from REACH2023 will enable The Journey to provide 
these pastors with community, mentoring, and tools like Living 
Grounded to help them lead their churches well.

Reaching young people has been a goal of The Bible Chapel since
its founding, and it’s a goal we will continue to strive toward as
we build up future leaders and followers of Christ. REACH2023
will provide an incredible opportunity to create an engaging
environment for younger generations to learn about Jesus!

Investing in future leaders  means investing in young adults. 
Through REACH, we will work to build a strong community of 
young adult small groups throughout Pittsburgh who are equipped 
and employed to share Christ at work, home, and in their 
communities!


